BUFFER ZONES ANNEX
Partial revision of the boundary delimitations planned in the Nomination Dossier and the
Management Plan of the I level buffer zones of the monuments component the serial property
“Arab-Norman Palermo and the Cathedral Churches of Cefalù and Monreale”, located in the
territory of the Town of Palermo, Cefalù and Monreale.
The document proposes:
1.
the description of the criteria used for the definition of the buffer zones and the synthesis
of the introduced changes;
2.

the up-to-date description of the buffer zones with their respective cartographies;

3.

the recapitulation table of the surfaces and the population concerning to the buffer zones;

4.

an updating of the means of implementing the protective measures.

1. General criteria of boundary delimitation and synthesis of the changes
It is proposed below a synthesis of the criteria used for the definition of the I level and II level
buffer zones and a synthesis of the introduced changes.
The components of the serial property included in the historic centre of Palermo, as the
monuments of Monreale and Cefalù, are already protected since they are included in a wider II
level buffer zone defined on the perimeter of the planning restrictions of the Zone A “Historic
Centre” of the P.R.G. (General Town Plan, tool of town planning on city level) and/or of the preexisting landscape restrictions (established by the Cultural and Environmental Heritage Office,
corporate body in charge of preservation of the heritage and the landscape), which involves within
these areas limitations to the building, town planning and landscape transformations that could
produce negative impacts.
Inside the II level buffer zones have been identified more restricted areas, the I level buffer zones,
which have more direct visual, functional and structural relationships with the monuments that
compose the serial property. For these areas further and more specific measures for protection and
enhancement of the cultural heritage are planned to implement within the next drawing up and/or
revisions processes of the planning tools or with regards to the urban management and building
maintenance actions.
I level buffer zones
I level buffer zones are defined in function of the preservation of the visual, structural and
functional integrity of the components of the property and of their immediate context and they are
constituted by the urban fabrics and/or by the landscape areas with such an extension in
comparison to the properties to establish some effective buffer areas.
The delimitation of the I level buffer zones has been punctually effected verifying punctually for
each component of the property the most operational conditions of protection with the purpose to

make the town planning rules and landscape restriction (besides those already planned by the
current regulations) commensurate with the necessity to protect the heritage from possible and
probable transformations that could limit the enjoyment of it and that could damage the visual
integrity of the heritage. In the Nomination Dossier, indeed, the I level buffer zones have been
traced not only including the buildings bordering with the property or on those immediately
overlooking its town location, but also extending the perimeter of protection to a wider context
including the whole area that enters in visual relationship with the property or that maintains with
it a historical or more recent functional relationship.
In the first case, in the buffer zone of Royal Palace and Palatine Chapel, Cathedral and
Church of San Giovanni degli Eremiti other properties and contexts which are referable to the
Arab-Norman cultural atmosphere like Santa Maria della Maddalena, the Church
dell’Incoronazione and the Loggia, the Church of Santa Cristina La Vetere have been now
included. In the I level buffer zone of Admiral's Bridge has been included the church of San
Giovanni dei Lebbrosi. In the I level buffer zone of the Zisa Palace vegetation elements of
historic feature have been included too and in the case of the I level buffer zone of the Monreale
Cathedral the district of the Carmine.
In the second case, elements with a direct functional relationship with the heritage have been also
included as in the I level buffer zone of Royal Palace and Palatine Chapel, Cathedral and
Church of San Giovanni degli Eremiti where the Regional Library has been added.
In some cases the I level buffer zone, besides buildings that face the area in which the property
stands or that are visible from it for height and location, also include areas and buildings that have
to be object of town planning transformations, compatible with the proximity of the property and
without prejudicing the future visual integrity of it, as the area of the ex former Slaughterhouse in
the I level buffer zones of the Admiral's Bridge and the brownfield area today turned into the
“Cantieri Culturali” (Cultural District) in the I level buffer zone of the Zisa Palace.
As regards the new proposed boundary delimitation, some of the preceding perimeters extended,
always coherently with the general principles described, adding further elements and regularizing
its shape.
In particular, the new proposed boundary delimitation enlarges the I level buffer zones concerning
the the Royal Palace and Palatine Chapel, Cathedral and Church of San Giovanni degli
Eremiti, regularizing its shape and including some blocks for which it will be necessary to
guarantee the quality of their regeneration and contemporarily to avoid transformations not
compatible with the property.
Therefore, the I level buffer zone have been integrated with the block of the subway station, the
Garden d’Orléans, the blocks facing on Piazza Indipendenza, the fabrics included between via
Porta di Castro and via Saladino and the urban fabrics next to the “Mercato delle Pulci” (Antiques
Market).
The I level buffer zone concerning the Church of Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio and the
Church of San Cataldo has remained unchanged.
There is clarification that on the monuments included within the two preceding I level buffer
zones have been already planned more strict restrictions as they are located in the Historic Centre
of Palermo, regulated as Zone A through a specific plan of protection and conservation.
The perimeter of the Zone A with some extensions has been used for defining the II level buffer
zone.
Furthermore, the I level buffer zones of the Zisa Palace and of the Admiral's Bridge have been
enlarged, considering that they don't are located in the historic centre of the city and that they don't
take advantage of the level of general protection derived by the planning restrictions of the Zone

A. In the case of the I level buffer zone of the Zisa Palace, it has been take in account to add some
blocks on which it have to be forbidden transformations not compatible with the protetion of the
property visual integrity.
In Monreale and Cefalù, instead, the introduced changes to the I level buffer zone are concerning
to the addition of some blocks next to the proposed property, contributing to a greater preservation
of its visual integrity and including areas and buildings that have a visual relationship with the
heritage or with the public spaces immediately adjacent to the same and for which it will have to
be guaranteed architectural interventions compatible with the presence of the nominated
properties.
II level Buffer zones
As mentioned above, the II level buffer zones, where defined, almost integrally trace an already
existing system of protection and concerning the presence of the delimitation of the zones A
“Historic Centre” by PRG and/or of the landscape restriction, areas in which is in force a precise
legislation for the protection of the visual, structural and functional existing relationships.
The II level buffer zones of Palermo and Monreale have been changed so that to incorporate the
included I level buffer zone modified perimeter.

2. Description of the new buffer zones
It is proposed below the up-to-date description of the I and II level buffer zones following their
partial perimeter revisions.
Although is unchanged the active territorial protection system, for reasons of completeness, it has
been thought useful to include after the buffer zones descriptions also the existing protection
systems illustration already included in the Nomination Dossier.

Nominated properties in Palermo and respective buffer zones
In Palermo all the properties in nomination are located, with the exception of the Zisa Palace and
the Admiral’s Bridge, within the perimeter of the Historic Centre planned by the General Town
Plan (P.R.G. tool of town planning on town level) identified as the area included within the layout
of the ancient sixteenth-century walls: Royal Palace with the Palatine Chapel, the Church of San
Giovanni degli Eremiti, the Church of Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio (Church of the Martorana and
Concathedral of the Eparchy of Piana degli Albanesi), the Church of San Cataldo and the
Cathedral also known as Church of Maria Assunta. On such areas are in force the rules of the
Executive Detailed Plan (P.P.E.) of the Historic Centre of Palermo (executive tool of the P.R.G.).
On the basis of their location therefore have been pointed out two groups with respective I level
buffer zones and an only II level buffer zone that includes all them.

Map 1 I level Buffer zone of Royal Palace, Palatine Chapel, Cathedral, San Giovanni degli Eremiti and I level
buffer zone of San Cataldo and Martorana.

I level Buffer zone Royal Palace, Palatine Chapel, Cathedral, San Giovanni gli
Eremiti
Description
The buffer zone pointed out includes for continuity the single buffer zones of the property within
an unique perimeter considering the evident continuum of fabrics and the urban relationships
existing in area and answers to the requirement to plan common enhancement and protection
actions as well as the presence of other properties such as Santa Maria della Maddalena, the
Church dell’Incoronazione and the Loggia and the Church of Santa Cristina La Vetere that are
referable to the Arab-Norman cultural athmosfere.
As regards the Royal Palace and the Palatine Chapel have been considered elements of close
relationship in visual, functional or identity terms the Piazza Indipendenza and Piazza Vittoria
with some architectural background blocks, the seat of the library and some Frederick II
Foundation spaces, the Police headquarters (Questura) buildings in which are practised “strategic”
functions of public order, urban fabrics included between via Porta di Castro and via Saladino.
San Giovanni degli Eremiti complex relationship urban fabric includes the whole block on which
it is situated, the Garden of Orléans, the building that contains the station of the homonymous
subway, the block included between the first stretch of via Ernesto Basile and Corso Tukory and
the blocks included within Via Generale Cardona and that include the Children Hospital
(Ospedale dei Bambini).

Finally, as it regards the Cathedral, the areas in comparison to which it is possible to underline
relationships of visual, structural and functional nature include Palazzo Asmundo, the block
overlooking on the church square and on the apsidal square, the block of the School Vittorio
Emanuele Orlando and of the Regional Library, the buildings of via dell’Incoronazione with the
homonymous Loggia, the Church of Santa Maria dell’Incoronata and the Church of Santa Cristina
La Vetere, the complex block that includes the seat of the Curia and the Archbishop Palace, the
Barracks, the Church of Santa Maria Maddalena and the buildings of the “Mercato delle Pulci”
(Antiques Market) and some blocks overlooking on Corso Alberto Amedeo and that are connected
with the area of Piazza Indipendenza.
The main streets and squared included in this buffer zone are:
Piazza Indipendenza, Piazza del Parlamento, Corso Re Ruggiero, tratto di Corso Tukory, Via
Generale Cardona, Via dei Benedettini, Via Porta di Castro, piazza Vittoria, Corso Vittorio
Emanuele, Via delle scuole, Piazza Sett’angeli, Piazza dei Beati Paoli, Corso Alberto Amedeo,
Via Matteo Bonello, Via delle Scuole, Via Sclafani, Via Porto di Castro, Via Saladino, Via
Albergherai, Via Mongitore, Corso Alberto Amedeo.
Active System of protection
As far is internal to the Historic Centre (classified as A Zone by the town planning tool) for such
buffer zone are in force the rules derived from the current P.P.E. (Executive Detailed Plan) that
exclusively allows interventions on the existing building heritage aimed, according to the cases, to
the conservation and the restoration of the outstanding elements, to the restructuring or to the
philological or typological restoration of the degraded elements, to the maintenance of the green
areas and the demolition of elements that constitute superfetations with philological or typological
restoration.
In the case of the area that includes San Giovanni degli Eremiti and the blocks next to it are in
force the rules of the “Executive Detailed Plan Albergheria-Ballarò”. Also in the case of this tool
as of the P.P.E. the interventions on the heritage are aimed to the conservation and the restoration
of the outstanding elements, as well as to the restructuring and the conservation of the green areas.
Furthermore:
- some portions of territory are picked out as areas of dangerousness on the basis of the
Extraordinary Plan for the hydro-geological set-up (D.A.R.T.A. July 4th 2000) defined with
“very high landslide risk”. Because of such restriction the interventions in building and town
planning field are subject to restrictions and verifications being allowed, for instance,
interventions of demolition without reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance, interventions aimed
to mitigate the vulnerability of the existing buildings and to improve the protection of the public
safety without increases of surfaces and volume, necessary interventions for the ordinary and
extraordinary maintenance of public works and public interest and interventions of consolidation
and conservative restoration of properties of cultural interest, the works of reclamation and set-up
of the landslide movements, the works of stream-flow regulation of the superficial and
underground waters;
- some portions of territory are picked out as areas of dangerousness on the basis of the precedent
plan, defined with “very elevated hydraulic risk”, potentially subject to phenomena of overflow.
Because of such restriction the interventions in building and town planning field are subjects to
restrictions and verifications being for instance allowed interventions of demolition without
reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance, interventions aimed to mitigate the vulnerability of the
existing buildings and to improve the protection of the public safety without increases of surfaces
and volume, without changes of destination of use that involve increase of the settlement loading,

necessary interventions for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of public works and public
interest and interventions of consolidation and conservative restoration of properties of cultural
interest, the realization of new infrastructural interventions and new public works with the
condition that is demonstrated the absence of alternatives of location. Beside are individualized:
- “areas affected by floods or alluvions” subordinated to specific studies of geognostic and/or
ideological and hydro-geological feature;
- some portions of territory are picked out as areas characterized by historical pits “with hollow”,
yeldings and lowerings of the ground, sinkings, collapses for the presence of anthropic
underground hollows: these areas on the basis of specific plans of realization have been
subordinated to specific studies of geognostic, ideological and/or hydro-geological feature;
- some portions of territory are picked out as “area characterized by the presence of Qanat”
(system of channels that following the particular conformations of the ground and the friable
morphology of the rock were built for bringing water in surface intercepting the natural strata of
the ground), subordinaded to specific plans of realization, to specific studies of geognostic and/or
ideological and hydro-geological feature;
- restriction Regal Trazzere (Royal country roads);
- restriction to protection of the railway belt of which to the Decree of the President of the
Republic. n. 753/80;
- hydrogeologicl restriction on the basis of “Excerpt Plan of Basin for the hydro-geological set-up
of the Sicilian Region” (P.A.I.) of which to the Regional Law n. 6 03/05/2001;

Fig. I Detailed Plan Albergheria-Ballarò, recovery plan of San Giovanni degli Eremiti area. Source: P.P.AlbergheriaBallarò.

I level Buffer of San Cataldo and Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio churches
Description
The churches of Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio and San Cataldo rise to surround the eastern south
space of Piazza Bellini on a high base. This area was known, in medieval age, as the Magistrate's
Plan (Piano del Pretore), because centre of the ancient municipality. The area has been lowered in
1864 to join with the via Maqueda therefore today the two aforesaid churches result more elevated
in comparison to the piazza Bellini as also other remarkable pre-existences such as the church of
Santa Caterina.
The area includes besides the Church of San Cataldo and the Martorana and the ex Convent today
university seat, Piazza Bellini, Piazza Pretoria, and the buildings on it overlooking among which
Palazzo delle Aquile (seat of the Municipality of Palermo), the Church of Santa Caterina with the
attached block, the ex Teatro Bellini. The criteria used for defining the limits of the buffer zone
are those of visual integrity of the properties from adjacent principal public spaces preserving the
fabrics of the immediate around for the most greater part of the cases constituted by public
buildings or conventual and cleric buildings and noble buildings of which is still recognizable an
unitariness of plant.
The main streets and squares included in this buffer zone are:
Via Maqueda, Corso Vittorio Emanuele, Piazza Bellini, Via Calderai, Piazza Pretoria, Discesa dei
Giudici, Vicolo teatro Bellini.
Active System of protection
As in the preceding case, as far is internal to the Historic Centre (classified as A Zone by the town
planning tool) for such buffer zone are in force the rules that derive from the current P.P.E.
(Executive Detailed Plan) that exclusively allows interventions on the existing building heritage
aimed, according to the cases, to the maintenance and the restoration of the outstanding elements,
to the restructuring or to the philological or typological restoration of the degraded elements, to
the maintenance of the green areas and the demolition of elements that constitute superfetations
with philological or typological restoration.
The General Plan of Urban Traffic (P.G.T.U) plans the pedestrianization of the squares and the
alleys that fall in this area. Particularly, the pedestrianization and consequent clearing from the
vehicles in parking in Piazza Bellini on which look out upon the principal façades and the
accesses to the two churches it will contribute to the decorum of the space of the square reestablishing the physical and functional continuity with the neighbouring Piazza Pretoria.
Furthermore:
- some portions of territory are picked out as areas of dangerousness on the basis of the
Extraordinary Plan for the hydro-geological set-up (D.A.R.T.A. July 4th 2000) defined with
“very high landslide risk”. Because of such restriction the interventions in building and town
planning field are subject to restrictions and verifications being allowed, for instance,
interventions of demolition without reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance, interventions aimed
to mitigate the vulnerability of the existing buildings and to improve the protection of the public
safety without increases of surfaces and volume, necessary interventions for the ordinary and
extraordinary maintenance of public works and public interest and interventions of consolidation
and conservative restoration of properties of cultural interest, the works of reclamation and set-up
of the landslide movements, the works of stream-flow regulation of the superficial and
underground waters;

- some portions of territory are picked out as areas of dangerousness on the basis of the precedent
plan, defined with “very elevated hydraulic risk”, potentially subject to phenomena of overflow.
Because of such restriction the interventions in building and town planning field are subjects to
restrictions and verifications being for instance allowed interventions of demolition without
reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance, interventions aimed to mitigate the vulnerability of the
existing buildings and to improve the protection of the public safety without increases of surfaces
and volume, without changes of destination of use that involve increase of the settlement loading,
necessary interventions for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of public works and public
interest and interventions of consolidation and conservative restoration of properties of cultural
interest, the realization of new infrastructural interventions and new public works with the
condition that is demonstrated the absence of alternatives of location. Beside are picked out “areas
affected by floods or alluvions” subordinated to specific studies of geognostic and/or ideological
and hydro-geological feature;
- it is picked out an “area characterized by the presence of Qanat” that, on the basis of a specific
plan of realization, is subordinated to specific studies of geognostic and/or ideological and hydrogeological feature.

Map 2 Palermo, II level Buffer zones.

II level Buffer zone of Royal Palace and Palatine Chapel, Church of San Giovanni degli
Eremiti, Church of Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio, Church of San Cataldo and Cathedral
also known as Church of Maria Assunta.
Description
As already said the I level buffer zones concerning the properties located in the Historic Centre of
Palermo are included within a II level buffer zone.
The boundaries of the buffer zone have been identified tracing almost integrally the perimeter of
the “Historic Centre” defined by the town planning tool adding, for completeness, the areas of
Piazza Independenza, with the blocks facing on it, the buildings facing in the first stretch of Corso
Alberto Amedeo, the Garden of Orleans, the block of the subway station, some blocks included
within the limit of Corso Tukory and the Trapezoidal Dock (Molo Trapezoidale) next to the Castle
to Sea (Castello a Mare). The whole Historic Centre of Palermo is, in fact, to consider a complex
and stratified context in which gather the most greater historical and architectural values referable
to the Arab-Norman culture of the city and in it besides the single architectural emergencies are
still today identifiable traces of some component attributable to these cultural roots in the fabric
and in the town planning structure. In its inside are still today noticed in the settlement structure
elements referable to the Arab social and urban organization.
Therefore remain traces of the Arab Palermo as much in the toponymy as much in the structure of
the blind alleys, with linear course, elbow, bayonet, pitchfork still recognizable in those areas in
which the districts of the Arab city rose: the area of the Cassaro, behind the Castello a mare, the
district of the Kalsa, the “chosen” the emir's citadel, the district of the Slavonians, that of the
Mosque and the so-called New district. During the Norman period the fulcrum of the urban life
returned to be the ancient Paleàpoli while were growing the districts around the port and in
proximity of the Castle to sea that became the Palace of the Norman sovereigns.
Active System of protection
The delimitation of the II level buffer zone reaffirms a perimeter of protection that founds itself on
the already existing tools of protection of territory with particular reference to the rules planned
by the current Detailed Executive Plan (P.P.E.) and by the other plans and plans of reclamation of
the areas inside the perimeter of the Historic Centre (plan of reclamation S. Agostino; plan of
reclamation Capo; plan of reclamation Scopari; plan of reclamation Cassaro alto; detailed plan
Castello S. Pietro; detailed plan Albergheria; plan of reclamation Discesa delle Capre; plan of
reclamation Montevergini) (see concerning it the excerpted areas of the P.P.E. in the fig. 2) of the
General Town Plan (P.R.G.), of the Port Town Plan (P.R.P.), of the General Plan of the Urban
Traffic (P.G.T.U.) in subject of mobility and the Strategic Town Plan (P.S.C. in progress of
approval) that it primarily acts on the urban regeneration.
The rules of protection planned by the P.P.E. interest the whole area with the exception of the
areas affected by the other plans and plans of reclamation of the areas inside the perimeter of the
Historic Centre and a part of the Trapezoidal Dock of competence of the Port Authority on which
the rules of the General Town Plan are in force, over that for the area of the Cala and the Foro
Italico, also of competence of the Port Authority and, therefore, submitted to the P.R.P.
The rules of the P.P.E. concern the regulation of the transformations and the conservation of the
fabrics, of the open spaces and of the monumental emergencies and directly and indirectly
contribute therefore to maintain the visual and functional integrity of the monumental zones.

In the Historic Centre of Palermo, on the basis of the architectural typology and on the basis of the
Technical Regulations of the P.P.E. the formalities of intervention admitted are essentially of
conservative kind varying from the restoration, to the restructuring, to the philological or
typological restoration. Besides, the technical regulations of the P.P.E. plan the restoration and/or
the re-establishing of the elements of public street furniture still existing as for instance signs,
shop windows, kiosks, street-lamps, fountains, exedras, religious niches, railings. Besides it is
planned that the town Administration identifies and draws up operational programs, to redraw
toponymy, flooring, public green, poster designing, kiosks, benches, bus shelters, telephone boxes
etc. privileging the maintenance, the reclamation and/or the restoration of the elements that
characterize the original set-up.

Fig. 2 P.P.E. Source: Executive Detailed Plan of the Historic Centre of Palermo.

For the area of the Trapezoidal Dock adjacent to the archaeological area of the Castello a Mare,
area included in the II level buffer zone external to the limits of the P.P.E., are in force, for a
portion, the rules of the General Town Plan, while, for the part whose jurisdiction is of the Port
Authority, are in force the rules of the Port Town Plan when it will be approved. On almost the
totality of the dock falls, besides, the archaeological restriction as protective measure of the area
of the Castle.

Fig. 3 Restrictions on the area of the Trapezoidal Dock Source: P.R.P. Port Authority of Palermo.
The General Plan of the Urban Traffic (P.G.T.U.), recently approved by the town council, plans
the rearrangement of the mobility with outlook of pedestrianization of vast areas of the Historic
Centre, the limitation of the traffic, with the parallel reduction of the standstill and the car parks
and the increase of the pedestrian mobility and the public transportation. The plan schedules the
new definition of the Zones with limited traffic and particularly of the Ztl n. 1 that encloses the
four districts of the historic centre to which will enter only Euro 3 and 4 cars. Furthermore is
planned the increase of the pedestrian precinct from the actual 41 to 83 hectares extending the
already pre-existing areas and creating new one to exploit the urban and monumental contexts of
greater value and interest.

Fig. 4 Pedestrian areas in the Historic Centre. Source: P.G.T.U. of Palermo.

The II level buffer zone of the properties inside the Historic Centre of Palermo (see map/s
enclosed), constituted by the Four Districts, includes numerous buildings and circles affected by
special protection directories:
- punctual restrictions with historical-artistic-architectural feature (on the basis of the Code for the
Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Second) in force on 168 single
monumental buildings and numerous others submitted to “restriction ope legis” as far public
ownership or belonging to non-profit-making private legal entities, of artistic, historical,
archaeological or ethno-anthropological interest among which the historical-artistic restriction that
concerns the inclusive area between the Loggiato San Bartolomeo and the Piano di Sant'Erasmo
and the restriction for the area of the Castello a Mare, punic walls and walls of sixteenth century
(directories 29/04/1987 n.1418 and n. 2757 of 25/08/1987);
-restriction with landscape and environmental feature on the basis of the Code for the Cultural
Heritage and of the Landscape- L.D. 42/04 Part Third);
-archaeological restrictions (on the basis of the Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the
Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Second) concerning: the areas of the Castello S. Pietro, of the
Castello a Mare (Decree of the Sicilian Region President n. 5283 of 3.3.08 and n. 5428 of 7.3.08),
via Celso, via Candelai-fortifications (Decree of the Sicilian Region President n.131 of 1965) and
vicolo Benettini north side between via Porta di Castro and San Mercurio (Decree of the Sicilian
Region President 132 of 1965), vicolo Casa Professa north side (Decree of the Sicilian Region
President n.135 of 1965), via Santissimi Quaranta Martiri, via Sant’Agata alla Guilla and vicolo
Sant’Agata alla Guilla, Salita Ramires (Decree of the Sicilian Region President 136 of 1965),
Salita Ramires, Vicolo Artale, Salita Artale, vicolo De Franco (Decree of the Sicilian Region
President n. 137 of 1965) discesa Ben Fratelli and Cortile Istituto De Cosmi (Decree of the
Sicilian Region President 138 of 1965), salita Ramires-wall (Decree n. 4135 of 1966), vicolo dei

Benedettini, vicolo Benettini north side between via Porta di Castro and San Mercurio (Decree n.
4136 of 1966), area Piazza Indipendenza (protection declaratory judgment n. 1882 of 5/06/1987);
-Hydro-geological restriction (of which to the Royal Decree n. 3267 of December 30th 1923, to
the Royal Decree n.1126 of May 16th 1926 and to the Regional Law n.16 of April 6th 1996 –
Rearrangement of the legislation in forest subject and of protection of the vegetation);
-Restriction of absolute no suitability for building to protection of the sea coasts (Regional Law
n.78/76) in the strip of respect of the 150 meters from the shoreline;
-Restriction for protection of the road belts (Decree Law n. 285/92);
-Restriction Regal Trazzere (Royal countryroads);
-Restriction for protection of the railway belts (Decree of the President of the Republic. n.753/80);
-Restriction of seismic respect (Decree Law of 26/09/68 and Decree 10/03/69 Law);
-Hydro-geological restriction, Excerpt Plan of Basin for the hydro-geological set-up of the Sicilian
Region (P.A.I. - Regional law n.6 03/05/2001);
-Port restriction;
-Areas characterized by historical pits “with hollow”, yeldings and lowerings of the ground,
sinkings, collapses for the presence of anthropic underground hollows: these areas on the basis of
specific plans of realization have been subordinated to specific studies of geognostic, ideological
and/or hydro-geological feature;
-Areas of dangerousness with “very high landslide risk” (Extraordinary Plan for the hydrogeological set-up D.A.R.T.A. July 4th 2000). Because of such restriction the interventions in
building and town planning field are subject to restrictions and verifications being allowed, for
instance, interventions of demolition without reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance,
interventions aimed to mitigate the vulnerability of the existing buildings and to improve the
protection of the public safety without increases of surfaces and volume, necessary interventions
for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of public works and public interest and
interventions of consolidation and conservative restoration of properties of cultural interest, the
works of reclamation and set-up of the landslide movements, the works of stream-flow regulation
of the superficial and underground waters;
-Areas of dangerousness with “very elevated hydraulic risk” (Extraordinary Plan for the hydrogeological set-up -D.A.R.T.A. July 4th 2000) potentially subject to phenomena of overflow.
Because of such restriction the interventions in building and town planning field are subjects to
restrictions and verifications being for instance allowed interventions of demolition without
reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance, interventions aimed to mitigate the vulnerability of the
existing buildings and to improve the protection of the public safety without increases of surfaces
and volume, without changes of destination of use that involve increase of the settlement loading,
necessary interventions for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of public works and public
interest and interventions of consolidation and conservative restoration of properties of cultural
interest, the realization of new infrastructural interventions and new public works with the
condition that is demonstrated the absence of alternatives of location. Furthermore are picked out:
“areas affected by floods or alluvions” subordinated to specific studies of geognostic and/or
ideological and hydro-geological feature.
-“Areas characterized by the presence of Qanat” that on the basis of specific plans of realization
are subordined to specific studies of geognostic and/or ideological and hydro-geological feature;
-interdicted areas to the building and/or town planning use for presence of: phenomena of
landslide, for collapse, glide or turnover of carbonate stone masses that, alluvial cones and of
alluvium, strains of mud and deposits, areas affected by floods and alluvions of particular gravity.

Map 3 I level buffer zone of the Zisa Palace.

II level Buffer zone- the Zisa Palace
Description
The Zisa Palace rises in that part of plain out of the city walls in which the Normans installed a
complex system of parks disseminated of buildings and pavilions, fountains and fishponds. The
park of the Genoard from gennet-ol-ardh that meant "the earth's heaven" was extended to include
Cuba soprana and Cuba sottana, to west up to the territories of Monreale and Altofonte and to
south up to the zone of the castle of Maredolce.
For the Zisa Palace has been picked out a I level buffer zone defined on the basis of the criteria of
visual, morphological and functional nature: the buffer zone includes some green areas with
historical feature, the next parts of fabric and that look out on the open spaces overlooking the
property, as well as elements with existing or potential functional relationships as the “Cantieri
Culturali” (Cultural District).

Besides the Zisa Palace and to the attached park, the buffer zone includes therefore the Cultural
Yards (ex Factory Ducrot) today centre for cultural and museum activities, the public garden on
Via Guglielmo il Buono, the green areas behind the Zisa Palace referable to the park (picked out
by the town planning tool as A1 zone “Historical manufacts and relative pertinences and funds of
remarkable historical and environmental value”), some blocks of fabric included between the area
of the Park and Piazza Serradifalco (blocks overlooking and included between the streets Paolo

Gili, Whitaker and Via dei Normanni) and the blocks overlooking on the area of the park and
overlooking on Piazza Zisa and Via Mulini alla Zisa. The fabric included within the buffer zone,
even if having been partly replaced by recent house-building, preserve for the most greater part a
historical feature and it defines with the property and the annexed park a hold visual relationship.
Furthermore, the area is included within the perimeter of the Park of the Genoard that extended
itself between the city walls and the behind mountains representing the point of contact between
the urban gardens and the surrounding country. On the basis of the available historical
reconstructions, the area identified as buffer zone constitutes the inferior wedge of the perimeter
of the park in proximity of the ancient nucleus of the city.

Fig. 5 Hypothetical reconstruction of the town planning territorial set-up in Norman age. Source: Our elaboration on
elaborate drawn by Caronia G. - Noto V., Cuba of Palermo, Palermo 1988)

The main streets and squares included in the buffer zone of the Zisa are: Via Perpignano, Piazza
Principe di Camporeale, Via Guglielmo II Il Buono, Via Michele Piazza, Via Roberto II il
Guiscardo, Via Eugenio l'Emiro, Via Polito, Via Edrisi, Piazza Zisa, Via Silvio Pellico, Via
Mulini a Zisa, Via degli Emiri, Via Gulì, Via Whitaker, Via Normanni, Via Giacomo del Duca,
Via Francesco Salomone.

Active System of protection
According to the General Town Plan (P.R.G.) the inside area to the buffer zone includes
remarkable spaces destined to public green and ample built zones classified as historic urban
fabric defined “A2 – Historic Net”, although there are modern building episodes and to higher
density. For the prevalence of the residential fabric as far “Netto storico” (preserved hystoric
buildings), the technical regulations of the P.R.G admit interventions with conservative feature
(restoration, re-establishment, restructuring, demolition, reconstruction with formalities that do not
denaturalize the original typological feature).
The area is also characterized by the “Centre of Municipality of Cantieri Culturali” (“Centro di
Municipalità dei Cantieri Culturali”) realized in a site of industrial archaeology.
Furthermore in the buffer zone of the Zisa are picked out:
- an area of archaeological interest on the basis of the Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the
Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Third - art. 142 m) integrated in 2002 by the Cultural and
Environmental Heritage Office (ref.note n. 1732 of 09/04/02)
- portions of territory as areas of dangerousness with “very elevated landslide risk” (on the basis
of the Extraordinary Plan for the hydro-geological set-up - and to the advice sent by the Engineer
Corps 22/09/2000) in the buffer zone of the Zisa. Because of such restriction the interventions in
building and town planning field are subject to restrictions and verifications being allowed, for
instance, interventions of demolition without reconstruction, of ordinary maintenance,
interventions aimed to mitigate the vulnerability of the existing buildings and to improve the
protection of the public safety without increases of surfaces and volume, necessary interventions
for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of public works and public interest and
interventions of consolidation and conservative restoration of properties of cultural interest, the
works of reclamation and set-up of the landslide movements, the works of stream-flow regulation
of the superficial and underground waters;
- an area characterized by the presence of Qanat, subordined, on the basis of specific plan of
realization to specific studies of geognostic and/or ideological and hydro-geological feature.

Map 3 I level buffer zone of Admiral’s Bridge

I level Buffer zone –Admiral’s Bridge
Description
The I level buffer zone of the Admiral’s Bridge includes the bridge with the garden and the roads
that surround it with the building facing on it, the area related to the ex former Slaughterhouse,
today seat of town offices and destined to house a “Centre of Municipality”, the area of the church
of San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi, part of the railway seat and the respective functional areas, the
areas of the river bed of the river Oreto next to the property consistent primarily in cultivated areas
as vegetable garden and those blocks that to the aims of the protection of the visual integrity
constitute a neighbourhood with strong relationships with the property (the blocks included within
the limits of Via Decollati, Via Buonriposo, Via Oreto).
The main streets and squares included in the buffer zone are:
Viale dei Picciotti, Via Decollati, Via Tiro a Segno, Via Decollati, Via Oreto, Via Buonriposo,
Piazza Ponte dell’Ammiraglio, Corso dei Mille, Via Salvatore Cappello, Via Giuseppe Bennici,
Via Macello.
Active System of protection
According to the General Town Plan (P.R.G.) the inside area to the buffer zone includes
remarkable spaces picked out as public green spaces, university areas, car parks, the monumental

area of the complex of San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi and ample built zones classified as historic
urban fabric “A2 – Historic Net”, although there are modern building episodes and to higher
density and of public house-building. For the residential fabric of “Historic Net”, the technical
regulations of the P.R.G. admit interventions with conservative feature (restoration, reestablishment, restructuring, demolition, reconstruction with formality that do not denaturalize the
original typological features).
The area is also characterized by the “Center of Municipality” to be realized in a site of industrial
archaeology in which the ex former Slaughterhouse was situated.
It is to point out that is in progress of realization of the tramway that crosses the buffer zone,
nevertheless without this constitutes a factor of risk for the property.
The area is affected by the followings restrictions and protective measures:
- great part of the area is interdicted to the building and/or town planning use for presence of:
phenomena of landslide, for collapse, glide or turnover of carbonated stone masses, alluvial cones
and of alluvium, strains of mud and deposits, areas affected by floods and alluvions of particular
gravity;
- landscape restriction on the basis of the Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape L.D. 42/04 Part Third - with obligation of release of relative authorization by the Cultural and
Environmental Heritage Office, in case of expectation of transformations;
-area SIC COD. ITA 020012 - Valley of the River Oreto;
- an ample area classified as “areas affected by floods or alluvions” and, therefore, subordinate to
specific studies of geognostic ideological and/or hydro-geological feature;
- strip of protection of the river beds;
- some portions of the territory are picked out as “Areas of dangerousness with very elevated
hydraulic risk”, potentially subject to phenomena of overflow. Because of such restriction the
interventions in building and town planning field are subjects to restrictions and verifications
being for instance allowed interventions of demolition without reconstruction, of ordinary
maintenance, interventions aimed to mitigate the vulnerability of the existing buildings and to
improve the protection of the public safety without increases of surfaces and volume, without
changes of destination of use that involve increase of the settlement loading, necessary
interventions for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of public works and public interest
and interventions of consolidation and conservative restoration of properties of cultural interest,
the realization of new infrastructural interventions and new public works with the condition that is
demonstrated the absence of alternatives of location.
- Restriction Regie Trazzere (Royal Counstryroads) (concerning it in the note Ufficio Speciale
Regie Trazzere prot. N. 1473 del 26/03/02).
Finally it is referred that, on the basis of the scheme norm of the “Landscape Plans of ambit”
(“Piani paesistici d’ambito”) that picks out the areas to safeguard organizing them in three levels
of protection, in the buffer zone of the Admiral’s Bridge in virtue of the current landscape
restriction on the river Oreto falls an area with 3 Level of protection.
On such area, the Guidelines of the regional landscape planning point out that in the centre of subregional legislation it will be had to favour the exploitation of the landscape heritage forbidding
variations to the town planning tools, new constructions and the opening of roads, actions that
involve the alteration of the landscape and the equilibrium of the natural biological communities,
works of stream-flow regulation of the waters according to techniques not referable to techniques
of the naturalistic engineering, dumps, etc.
The Region Sicily, indeed, has started, in the first nineties, the elaboration of the regional
Landscape Plan that organizes itself on two interconnected levels: a first regional level constituted
by the Guidelines and a second sub-regional level constituted by the Plans of ambit related to the

seventeen landscape ambits picked out by the Guidelines. The Landscape Plans of ambit are
organized on a scheme norm divided in three levels of protection. On the basis of such
organization and with the objective to direct the phase of layout and definition of the regulations,
have been defined some guidelines that, even if not containing elements with value of legal
obligation, represent, the direction of safeguard that the Plan will prescribe through the regulations
elaborated for every area.

Nominated properties in Cefalù and respective buffer zones
In Cefalù the perimeter of the property nominated for the inscription includes the Cathedral and
the Cloister and is located in an inside area to the Historic Centre picked out by the General Town
Plan (A Zone) and subject to Detailed Plan.
To protection of the part component the property have been picked out a I level buffer zone and a
II level one that includes it.

Map 4 I level and II level Buffer zones of Cefalù Complex .

I level Buffer zone of Cefalù Complex
Description
The I level buffer zone, constituted by the fabrics immediately next to the property with strong
visual and functional relationships with the inscribed ambits, includes the square of the Cathedral,

the seat of the Municipality, the fabrics that constitute the architectural background of the square
both toward the sea and toward west and, finally, part of the slopes of the Mountain of the Rock
(Monte della Rocca) that brush the building of the Cathedral.
The main streets and squares included in the buffer zone are:
Via Candeloro, Corso Ruggero, Via Seminario, Via Passafiume, Via Giorni, Via Francavilla, Via
Misuraca.
Active System of protection
In the I level buffer zone is planned a system of protection referable, besides to the restrictions of
safeguard of the monumental property, to the rules of the current Detailed Plan of the Historic
Centre that aims to the safeguard and the regeneration of the fabrics and the architectural and
environmental features through interventions that don't denaturalize the architectural values of the
buildings, based on the attention to the typological features of the building on which is realized the
intervention and to the use, the more possible, of coherent materials with those original.
Furthermore, the I level buffer zone is affected by:
- Area of archaeological interest (Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape - L.D.
42/04 Part Third - L.D.. 42/2004 arts. 142 lett.m);
- Area of respect prepared ope legis that picks out the coastal territory for a strip of 300 ms from
the sea (Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Third - L.D..
42/2004 art. 142 lett. A)
- Landscape restriction - (Decree n° 1751 of 23/07/1985 - included in the 23/09/1987 landscape
restriction);
- Monumental restriction, on the whole homogeneous territorial A zone (Historic Centre), for
expressed will of the regional legislator ex l.r. 70/76 and s.m.;
- Area with elevated geo-morphological risk (R3-possible problems for the safety of the people,
functional damages to the buildings and the infrastructures with consequent unfitness to use of
the same, the interruption of the functionality of the socio-economic activities and remarkable
damages to the environmental heritage) picked out by the Excerpt Plan for the hydrogeological set-up. For such areas, (on the basis of the art. 67, paragraph 5, L. D. 152/2006) the
activity of planning is imposed in subject of Civil Protection with priority;
- Seismic restriction ex l. 64/74;
- Strip of respect of the purifier.
On the basis of the already quoted organization of the scheme norm of the Plans of ambit defined
by the regional landscape planning, in the case of the I level buffer zone of Cefalù is identified an
area with protection of 1 level aimed to the exploitation of the historical identity of the settlements
and maintenance of the spatial, morphological, typological elements and of the traditional town
planning and architectural features, with the purpose to preserve the legibility of the original
settlement structuring with the prohibition of industrial activity and drilling and removal of
minerals, fossils and finds of any nature.
II level Buffer zone of the Cefalù Complex
Description
The II level buffer zone traces the perimeter defined by the restriction of areas of archaeological
interest (Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Third - L.D.
42/2004 arts. 142 lett. m - Areas protected by Law adopted by Law n°. 431/1985).

Such perimeter includes the areas located within the “megalithic walls”, identifies as “Historic
Centre” zone A) by the General Town Plan and submitted to detailed planning, the areas of the
Rock and its slopes (B zone - Park of the Rock) and the cemetery area.
Active System of protection
The Technical Regulations of realization of the current General Town Plan schedules for the “A
zone” a system of conservation aimed to preserve the historical and architectural values, bans new
constructions and raisings, admits interior and external improvements of the buildings without
alteration of the structures and the architectural aspect, it gives indications for the techniques and
the materials to use in the case of interventions that concern the façades and it allows the
execution of some partial interventions, concerning mainly problems of traffic. The Detailed Plan
subsequently details the formalities of intervention on the historical urban fabrics pointing out
formality of conservation and picking out the location of some services of urban level and some
areas of standstill.
For the “B zone - Park of the Rock” that, besides to contain the rests of the Temple of Diana
(megalithic construction dating back to the IX century B.C.), present medieval walls, the remains
of a castle of the XIII-XIV century and it belongs to the properties of community interest (S.I.C),
the Technical Regulations of realization of the Municipal Town Plan schedule the destination of
use to park, with cultural and tourist services (open-air theatre, tree plantings, standstill spaces
with refreshment and of service bars with no permanent feature).
Besides by the restrictions already mentioned in the case of the I level buffer zone, the II level
buffer zone is also affected by:
- Restriction of absolute no suitability for building to protection of the sea coasts in the strip of
respect of the 150 meters from the shoreline (Regional Law n.78/76, art. 15, lett.a - such
restriction is not applied to A zone);
- Restriction for protection of the sea coasts (Regional Law n.78/76, art. 15, lett.b), in the strip of
respect of the 500 meters from the shoreline;
- Sites of Community interest (Directive 92/43/CEE) - Rock of Cefalù;
- Restriction of absolute no suitability for building of which to the Regional Law n.16/96
regarding the wooded areas and to the relative strips of respect (restriction of relative no suitability
for building and landscape no suitability ex Regional Law n.16/96 l.) as well as landscape
restriction on the picked out wooded areas ex legislative Decree 227/01 and s.m.;
- Hydro-geological restriction of which in the-Royal Decree 30.12.23 n.3267;
- Area of reforestation;
- Strip of cemetery respect (Decree President of the Republic d n. 285/1990);
- Strip of respect main road (Decree President of the Republic n. 495/1992);
- Band of respect wells (Legislative Decree n.152/06);
- Perimeter active landslides (Hydro-geological Set-up Plan).
With reference to the regional landscape planning and the scheme norm of the Plans of ambit, in
the II level buffer zone falls an area with 1 Level of protection - whose objective have already
been picked out in the case of the I level buffer zone that is included - and an area with 3 Level of
Protection that covers for great part the buffer zone. In such area the objective is the conservation
of the natural values and the biodiversity. In the area are forbidden variations to the town planning
tools, actions that involve the alteration of the morphological and landscape features of the coast
to the goals of the maintenance of the hydro-geological equilibrium, the realization of industrial
fittingses and dumps, etc.

Nominated properties in Monreale and respective buffer zones
In Monreale, the perimeter of the property included in the proposed statement of serial property
includes the Cathedral and the Cloister of the ancient monastery of the Benedictines. The side of
the Cathedral constitutes the southern limit of the piazza Vittorio Emanuele heart of the city and
also seat of the Municipality Building (Palazzo di Città).
For protection of the part component the property have been picked out a I level buffer zone and
one of II level that includes it.

Map 5 I and II level Buffer zones of Monreale Complex

I level Buffer zone - Monreale Complex
Description
The I level buffer zone of the Monreale Complex is constituted by the fabrics next to the property
with strong visual, morphological and functional relationships classified as A Zone by the current
Detailed Plan as building complexes that have historical-artistic feature of particular
environmental value.
The buffer zone includes the system of the two squares overlooking the Complex of the Cathedral,
the Cloister and the buildings that compose the Benedictine Abbey, the ex Building of William II
(actual seat of the Town Hall and of the Archbishop Seminary), as well as the town planning
remains of the original Norman and medieval plant in the settlement crown around the Cathedral:
the fabric of the district Carmine denominated "Garden of the Court" because there were the

residences of the Archbishop and included the district of the Arancio, of the Odigitria, of the Orto
Mangano, of the "Varanni", of the Barattieri, of the Ucciditore (Macello), of the Carceri, of
Sant'Orsola, and of the Gebbione, Palazzo Cutò; the area of the Pozzillo in which the plant in the
relationship between full and voids reports its own medieval feature; the ancient district Ciambra
underlying to the apsidal part of the Cathedral, citadel that was found on the military bastion,
outpost of defense for the sightings on the Conca d’Oro of possible hostile attacks that welcomes
workers and artisans occupied in the building of the Cathedral. Finally, have also been included
within the buffer zone the fabrics that gravitate around the streets Palermo, (as ancient access in
the city) and D’Acquisto (area with strong visual relationship with the Cathedral and with the
Conca d’Oro in virtue of the orographic conformation of the site).
The main streets and squares included in the buffer zone are:
Via dei Cappuccini, Via Florio, Via Civiletti, Via Pio La Torre, Via Odigitria, Via Ritiro, Via
Roma, Via Benedetto D’Acquisto, via Termini, via Lampasi, via Piave, Via Ricamo, Via Cutò,
Via Piave, Via Chiesa del Carmine, Piazza Carmine, Via Soldano, Via Chiasso Greco, Via
Fontana Rotonda, Via Duca degli Abbruzzi, Via Palermo, Via D’Acquisto.
Active System of protection
In the buffer zone it is planned a system of protection referable besides to the restriction of
safeguard of the monumental property, to the rules of the current Detailed Plan.
The Detailed Plan of the areas of the context of the Monreale Cathedral: historic centre and
urban public park, partially approved, (City Council Decree n. 437/DRU of 22.11.2000) as it
regards the “A” and “A1” Zones aim to the general safeguard of the architectural and
environmental features in the respect of the architectural elements, of the general volumetries of
the single building unities and the general morphology of the road plants.
The A zones of the Plan are subject to interventions of restoration, of typological conservation and
of finish of the buildings according to the organization of the specific categories of intervention
quoted for single building unities in the regulations defined by the Plan.
Furthemore, the Plan has organized the areas on the basis of the historical origin, of the form of
the urban plant and the prevailing building typologies, in contexts and fabrics. In the context
denominated “The monumental complex” is planned the scientific restoration for the Building of
William II, in which is allowed the maintenance of the destination of use of Town hall limitedly
the functions of representation, are forbidden the school functions and admitted cultural functions
of public feature in the respect of the usability of the historical-monumental value of the Building.
For the other contexts are, more in general, set out interventions that safeguard the original
features of the fabric, interventions of improvement of the public spaces in the respect of the
traditional techniques, the possible location of receptive facilities, of handicraft or tertiary
functions and in general that increase the urban centrality in the respect of the historical and
architectural values.
The I level buffer zone concerning the Monreale Complex (see map/s in enclosure), is subject to a
restriction of landscape protection (on the basis of the Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the
Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Third) pointed out with Decree 2386 of 26/09/1990 that entirely
concerns the area.
On the basis of the scheme norm for the Plans of Ambit and the respective guidelines elaborated
in the context of the drawing up of the regional Landscape Plan in the I level buffer zone of the
Complex of Monreale falls an area with 1 Level of protection whereas the laid down direction is
the reclamation and conservative restoration of the building heritage of value and to the
maintenance-reclamation of the features of diffused quality of the house-building. Won’t be

allowed he realization of dumps of urban solid refusals, the industrial activity, as well as any
action that involves the alteration of the consolidated urban landscape.
II level Buffer zones - Monreale Complex
Description
The II level buffer zone includes the areas surrounding the proposed property constituted by the
historical fabrics object of the Detailed Plan and picked out by the current Municipal Town Plan
(P.R.G.) as urban park and public green areas.
The delimitation of the buffer zone has been selected on the basis of the visual relationship with
the building, of the historical and architectural features in it present (monasteries and churches), in
operation of the recognition of identifiable town planning remains of the original Norman plant in
the settlement crown around the Cathedral, as well as the valley underlying the area of the
Cathedral, currently characterized by scattered and messy low density house-building.
Active System of protection
The rules concerning the homogeneous areas contained within the defined perimeter of the II level
buffer zone plan for the “A” zone the conservative recovering of the ancient fabrics of high value.
In the zones picked out in the planimetry with the symbol A are allowed the interventions of
ordinary maintenance, of restoration and of conservative renewal and of town planning
restructuring (ref. letters a, b and e of the art. 20 of the L.R. 71/78).
In the free areas, in any case, the maximum land density building could overcome the 5 cubic
metre/square metre and the heights could not overcome those of surrounding buildings of
historical-monumental feature (point 1 of the art. 8 of M. 1444/68). In the area identified as
“Public Green or public park” it is forbidden any construction with the exception of the facilities
for the play of the children or necessary constructions to the conservation of equipments and tools
for their maintenance. In every case, the index of suitability for building is of 0,01 cubic
metre/square metre and the constructions, only with a floor, cannot overcome the maximum height
of m 4,00.
The II level buffer zone (see map/s in enclosure) is affected by the landscape restriction on the
basis of the Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape - L.D. 42/04 Part Third
(20/12/1988 regulation published 15/12/1990) wide to about half area.
With reference to the landscape planning of the Region Sicily, in the I level and II level buffer
zones fall respectively an area with 1 Level of protection and an area with 2 Level of protection.
Of the zone of 1 level it has been said in the precedent paragraph. In the case of the II level buffer
zone is picked out an area that covers for great part the same buffer zone in which the level of
protection is 2 aimed to the conservation of the landscape and cultural values and to the protection
and exploitation of the structuring agricultural system as principal element of the cultural identity.
In the area are forbidden variations to the town planning tools, new constructions and the opening
of roads, actions that involve the alteration of the landscape and the equilibrium of the natural
biological communities, works of stream-flow regulation of the waters according to technical not
referable to techniques the naturalistic engineering, dumps, etc.

General protection systems of the properties and of the buffer zones
Besides the specific restrictions current in the single buffer zones and described above, the
description of the general protection system in force on the nominated properties and in the
respective buffer zones.
All the properties in nomination, as properties of public ownership, are restricted ope legis,
profiting of the greatest level of protection established by the national legislation decided in the
Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape (Legislative Decree. N° 42 of 22/01/2004,
Second Part-Cultural Heritage).
The restriction essentially involves an essential duty of conservation and, as measure of safeguard,
the obligation that every activity on the building has to be authorized by the competent Cultural
and Environmental Heritage Office (organ of the Sicilian Region, on purpose organized for the
protection of the cultural heritage).
For some of them, furthermore exist specific restriction measures, previously decided but having
the same effects above described:
- Church of San Giovanni degli Eremiti declared National Monument through Royal Decree
15/08/1869;
- Church of Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio (Church of the Martorana) declared National Monument
through Royal Decree 15/08/1869;
- Monumental Complex of Monreale declared National Monument through Royal Decree n. 1282
of 20/10/1942.
The territories that constitute the I level buffer zones include numerous protected buildings as
monumental properties and as such they have the greatest level of specific protection above
described.
In the buffer zones have been picked out besides some areas of landscape protection on the basis
of the Code for the Cultural Heritage and of the Landscape (Legislative Decree N° 42 of
22/01/2004, Third Part- Landscape Heritage), in which all the interventions of change require a
preventive authorization by the competent authorities for the protection of the landscape (Cultural
and Environmental Heritage Office, inside to the Sicilian Region) that verifies the absence of
prejudice to the landscape values. Such areas are identified in the treatments of the single buffer
zones.
Furthermore in the buffer zones are included areas with hydro-geological risk for which the
Extraordinary Plan for the hydro-geological set-up, adopted through Decree of the Councillorship
of the Territory and the Environment of the Region Sicily (D.A.R.T.A) of July 4th 2000,
determines the limits of transformation of the ground as well as the circles of intervention for the
mitigation of the risk. The interventions in the zones submitted to hydro-geological restriction
have to be projected and realized in function of the safeguard, of the quality and of the protection
of the environment and submitted to preventive authorizations, with the exception of the works
that in any case can get damages unless they do not fall in the areas assessed as “risk areas” in the
P.A.I., in the sites of community interest (S.I.C.) and in the zones of special protection (Z.P.S.).

3. Recapitulation table of the surfaces of the proposed property
(hectares) and of the proposed buffer zones
Part component
the property

Town

Core zone/
Component part
(ha)

I level Buffer
Zone (ha)*

Population I
level Buffer
Zone (inh.)
(2011)

1. Palazzo dei
Normanni
e Palermo 0,41
Cappella Palatina

46,8

5.814

2. Chiesa di San
Giovanni degli Palermo 0,3
Eremiti

46,8

5.814

Population II level
Buffer Zone (inh.)
(2011)

II level Buffer
Zone (ha)**

238

27.000

5.486

-

-

65,57

9.247

-

-

1,394

2,9

840

56,89

6.000

9.
Complesso
Monumentale di
Monreale:
Monreale 1,669
Cattedrale
e
Chiostro

20

6.700

26

14.000

3. Chiesa di
Santa
Maria Palermo 0,116
dell’Ammiraglio

2,148

4. Chiesa di San
Palermo 0,036
Cataldo

2,148

5. Cattedrale di
Palermo 1,1
Palermo

46,8

5.814

6. Palazzo della
Palermo 0,8
Zisa

25,9

7.
Ponte
Palermo 0,41
dell’Ammiraglio
8.Complesso
monumentale di
Cefalù:
Cefalù
Cattedrale
e
Chiostro

TOTAL PARTS
COMPONENT THE
PROPERTY

143

6,235

TOTAL I LEVEL BUFFER ZONES

162,118

TOTAL II LEVEL BUFFER ZONES

320,89

GRAND TOTAL

489,243

* The area of the I level buffer zone does not include the areas of the parts component the property that fall there.
* * The area of the II level buffer zone does not include the areas of the parts component the property and of the I level buffer
zones that fall there.

4. Means of implementing protective measures
The monuments that compose the proposed serial property, as it has been said, are in good general
conditions as their next ambits. With reference to their most general context, can be underlined
some aspects in comparison to which are possible and hoped integrative protective measures
feasible through actions of regeneration of the urban fabrics of immediate proximity and of
regulation of the most external included in the buffer zones.
Such matters are object of discussion during the inter-state debate and in the circle of the meetings
that have taken place to the goals of the nomination.
Some are reported beneath:
 vehicular congestion of the areas overlooking the greater part of the parts component the
proposed property for the insertion in the itinerary, with particular reference to Palermo and
Monreale;
 non-homogeneity of the building and infrastructural quality with particular reference to the
brittleness and the deterioration of some urban areas of Palermo (precarious house-building,
pockets of abandonment, etc.) in which is remarkable the settlement pressure on the habitat;
 requirement of regeneration of the street furniture in the greater part of the public spaces.
Such criticalities have been faced, partly, through the already active rules planned by the tools of
regulation and management of the territory and further could be faced through actions to activate
in the buffer zones and to put in act in the circle of the tools of planning of next drawing up or,
where this was possible, in the circle of ordinances and specific politics.
The recognition of the actions to be implemented to the goals of the increase of the protection of
the property has been effected in the circle of the analyses conducted for the construction of the
proposed statement of nomination. The technical evaluations, as well as the requirements emerged
in the public debates and the meetings with the associations have been shared with the political
representatives of the municipalities that have approved it and that will work in such sense in their
own technical structures.
Actually have been therefore picked out the following general actions valid for all the properties
concerning the implementation of integrative protective measures.
In the areas next to the proposed properties, it is wished a progressive pedestrianization of the
areas included within the I level buffer zones where this was not already planned by the actual
plans of the traffic. Of particular importance is the management of the spaces used as car parks:
some of the streets and squares that fall within the I level buffer zone must totally have freed from
the standstill of means of private transport implementing the efficiency of the public means,
included the tools for the taxi calls.
Besides it appears important to make surer, protected and supported by suitable system of signs
the paths of connection of the monumental emergencies, a constant maintenance, cleaning and
control of the public spaces and the respective street furniture, also controlling the advertising
poster designing that could deface the perception of the spaces and avoiding large rubbish
containers in spaces not adequately screened. A further priority intervention concerns the set-up of
the flooring of the street furniture and the interment of the cables of the public illumination in the

monumental zones, as well as the installation of elements of furniture as benches, baskets, flower
boxes and the improvement of the public illumination.
Finally, the green areas, specially those that have historical or artistic interest areas and restricted,
must have submitted to a constant maintenance and made the more possible opened to the fruition
even though in the respect and in the safeguard of the environmental values and the historicalartistic feature.
In the case of Palermo, to the purpose to reduce the heavy phenomena of anthropic pressure on the
principal proposed monuments have been picked out the requirements of:
 improvement of the conditions of usability of the areas surrounding the proposed property and
to facilitate the pedestrian urban mobility;
 the minimization of the impact of the traffic on the areas of context regulating adequately the
traffic in the external places at least to the I level buffer areas creating exchanger car parks
connected to a service of bus shuttles with closed circuit and assuring protected pedestrian
paths of connection of the areas of the property.
In the specific, as it regards the public mobility, to the purpose to resolve in terms of immediate
feasibility the accessibility of the tourist buses and the private cars, it is confirmed the necessity to
plan the creation of areas with prohibition of transit to private cars and areas dedicated to the
standstill of the tourist buses, allowing the private traffic only to the residents, to the managers of
the services. Furthermore it is planned the mitigation of the impact of the tourist traffic through
the connection of the pedestrian paths to the nearest stops of the subway and to the railway line
existing or in project. Such interventions must be included inside a more general thematic of
improvement of the accessibility of the whole urban system from which the importance of some
strategic interventions concerning the infrastructural knots, such as the expansion of the system of
the public transport with the light subway, the improvement of the urban mobility through the
realization of the inside bypass road and the underground road of connection harbour-bypass, the
expansion of the port services tied up to the management and the support of the cruise and
yachting tourism.
Finally, within the area of the I level buffer zones it will must be guaranteed the quality of the
visual context of the property, so that the fruition will not be prejudiced through interventions of
urban transformation incoherent with the identity and with the protection of the property. The
urban transformations and the future tools of regulation will have to consider the quality of the
context of the property and to act actively for its strengthening and for the maintenance of the
coherence of the urban landscape within which the property is included.
Besides the preceding general indications, it is considered that some areas of the serial property
must have submitted to a particular attention because of their peculiarities, as pointed out below.
In the case of the I level buffer of Royal Palace and Palatine Chapel, Cathedral, San Giovanni
degli Eremiti, as much the garden of Piazza Indipendenza, as much that of piazza Vittoria, request
a careful intervention of maintenance of the furniture, of the illumination besides arboreal
elements. It must be given particular attention to the intersection between pedestrian paths of
connection between the properties and roads suitable for vehicles and are wished fit actions to
guarantee the pedestrianization of the area and the removal of the cars in standstill along the
roadways.
Furthermore, for the area of the Royal Palace are wished:
- the organization of a system of sustainable mobility, the closing of the before car parking, the
restoration of the garden, the pedestrianization and the mobility for cycles of the whole affected
area and the realization of public services with zero impact;
- actions for the decorum of the green spaces before the Palace and on both the entrances.

- the area before the entrance of San Giovanni degli Eremiti is today highly traffic-congested also
for the presence of the entrance of the neighbouring hospital. It is wished the resolution of such
problem and the pedestrian fruition of the area before the property. The interventions aimed to the
resolution of the pointed out problems and concerning the conditions of accessibility and usability
of the monument include:
- the realization of a path for the pedestrians from the car parking zone (that could be the same one
of the Royal Palace) at the entrance;
- the adjustment of the structures of access;
- the reconstruction of the vegetation of the medieval garden;
- interventions of modernization of the hygienic services.
In the handicraft axle of the Flea Market (Mercato delle Pulci) characterized by the specialization
of the works and the commodities it is necessary to favour the maintenance of the handicraft and
market categories that characterize the road, besides the extraordinary maintenance of the shops.
In the case, instead, of the I level buffer of the Zisa Palace, it appears important besides the
consistent improvement of the quality and the level of maintenance and control of the public
spaces the implementation of the functional and physics relationships with the Cantieri Culturali.
The spaces for cultural activities included within the area can offer themselves as additional and
integrative elements. For such reason it is believed that the definition of the paths of connection
between the entrance to the Zisa Palace and the entrance in the Cantieri Culturali has to consider
such opportunity and that, in the physical redefinition of the perimeter and of the entrances into
the area of the Cantieri Culturali, can be promoted new connections between this and the green
areas of the park of the property. At the same time, the transformations of the structures of the
Yards will have to consider the extreme proximity to the monument property in the respect of the
visual and functional integrity.
Finally, in the case of the area of the I level buffer of the Admiral’s Bridge, it results priority the
intervention of set-up of the green and the public spaces, as well as a plan of exploitation of the
property and its immediate context, aimed to resolve the isolation caused by the system of roads
that surround the Bridge and to make more evident the historic relationship between the property
and the neighbouring course of the river Oreto, diverted in comparison to the original natural
position.
In Monreale, among the priority requirements, it is possible to pick out: the pedestrianization of
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, the realization of ample pedestrian and cycle areas and the creation of
areas with prohibition of transit to private cars and areas dedicated to the standstill of the tourist
buses allowing the private traffic only to the residents; the reduction of the impact of the traffic on
the areas of context stopping the traffic in the external place at least to the I level buffer areas,
creating exchanger car parks connected to a service of bus shuttles with closed circuit and assuring
protected pedestrian paths of connection of the areas of the property. The safeguard and
exploitation of the areas of green of the valley at the foot of the monumental complex represents
an important action to plan within the circle of the plan in progress of drawing up and the system
In Cefalù, among the priority requirements, it is possible to pick out the exploitation of the garden
behind the monumental complex. Both in Monreale and in Cefalù, finally, are recommended the
maintenance and care of the public space.

